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GEORGE S. ROBINSON*

Scientific Renaissance of Legal
Theory: the Manned Orbiting
Space Station As a
Contemporary Workshopt
The Art of Flying is but newly invented, but it will improve by degrees, and
in time grow perfect; then we may fly as far as the Moon. We do not yet
pretend to have discover'd all things, or that what we have discover'd can
receive no addition; and therefore, pray let us agree, there are yet many
things to be done in the ages to come....
Bernard de Fontenelle (1686)
Introduction
It appears that Space jurists appear to be satisfied with applying
shop-worn legal positivisms, not only to the obvious functions and management requirements of manned space station activity, but to the more
esoteric facets of space stations existence, as well. In addition to a proper
reliance on existing principles of contract, tort, property and agency law for
business management of space stations, there also is an unimaginative
satisfaction with prevailing concepts of command structuring, criminal law
and mission rules for the operation of such stations.' The ensuing discussion is an attempt to recognize that outer space jurists, cannot "yet
pretend to have discover'd all things, or that... [what has been] discover'd
can receive no addition .... "
I. Space Society -Requirements for Unique
Cultural and Legal Institutions?
The manned space station, characterized in part as a quasi-permanent
habitat, with mixed sexes, representatives of various cultures, different
*D.C.L. and LL.M., McGill University; LL.B., University of Virginia; A.B., Bowdoin
College; Associate General Counsel, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.
tBased on a paper delivered before the XXIVth International Astronautical Congress,
International Institute of Space Law, Baku, U.S.S.R., 7-13 October 1973.
'For an example of mission rules establishing all personnel relationships in a totally
operational framework, see Skylab Final -Flight Mission Rules, Part I (Basic) and Part
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races, alien life support systems, acute sensory deprivation/overload, etc.,
is too synthetically oriented to permit reliable application of empirically
unverified legal fictions, such as those comprising the mechanical and
jurisprudential mysticism by which the average Earth indigent is guided
and controlled in daily activities. 2 Total reliance on this type of mythology
for long duration manned space station or lunar operations would lead to a
rapid, broad-scale juridical and societal failure-much in the same manner
as traditional legal fictions ultimately have failed in an Earth environment.
Based upon juridical trends accompanying the world's history of imperialistic expansionism, it will be exceedingly difficult for international
jurists to refrain from the facile extension of familiar anthropocentric legal
positivisms into the new and unknown arena of man in space. However,
the jurisprudentially-inclined "scientists/engineers" must be prepared for
the opportunity to view and evaluate the interactions of man in a totally
controlled environment, and develop long-term, accurately responsive, juridical r6gimes accordingly.
The orbiting space station offers an ideal microcosm of a society in a
known (measured) environment. It is an excellent control experiment; but
for what purpose? Is it to better understand behavioral patterns and physiological requirements as factors dictating the shape and character of responsive cultural institutions we refer to as legal regimes? Why should
jurists, or jurisprudents, seek underlying universal progenitors of legal
principles in what might well be considered a strikingly bizarre, synthetic,
continuously experimental, open-ended, constrained, remote but dependent, quasi-closed ecosystem we visualize as a manned orbiting space
3
station?
The answer to this somewhat perplexing question may, itself, be rather
bizarre in view of the ensuing unorthodox discussion of homo sapiens'
quantifiable and predictable nature, On the other hand, the answer legitimately can be quite fundamental-almost pristine. For example, within at
least one philosophical framework, a comparative methodology of the
extremes has always been considered one of the most productive for
recognizing and grasping effectively the predictable conflicts in our multitude of Earth-indigenous legal r6gimes. Often, parallels can be drawn from
1l(Unique), prepared by Flight Control Division, Manned Spacecraft Center-Houston,
Texas (MSC-07191, June 21, 1972).
2
For a more Earth oriented treatment of this problem, see Robinson, Toward a PhenomenologicalApproach to Law: A Treatmentfor the Schizophrenia of Contemporary Legal
Rdgimes, 18 VILLANOVA L. REV., No. 3, p. 407 (Feb. 1973).
3
A general discussion dealing with this question may be found in Robinson, NASA's
Space Station and the Need for Quantifiable Components of a Responsive Legal Regime, 6
INT'L LAWYER. No. 2, p. 292 (1 April 1972).
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unique and creative constructs as the most fruitful approach to obtaining a
realistic perspective in the discipline of jurisprudence.
The opportunity, to study structured anthropocentric relationships in an
environment alien to human genetic coding and influenced by an alien
life-support system, is incomparable as a methodology for a comparative
study of intellectually articulated, bio-ecological dictates, i.e., the objects of
legal regimes. To pursue this objective, it is necessary to formulate legal
regimes based upon analyses of such disciplines as theoretical neurophysics, to phenomenological observations of predictable behavior sequencing
patterns, etc. In other words, the capability of formulating predictive models for individual and societal characteristics of each space station participant requires the ability to quantify sensed or perceived phenomena, without relying on unstable senses of prevailing ethic and morality.
A. The Importance of Science and a Philosophical
Construct to the Development of Correct
Legal Theory for Space Stations
Obviously there are certain facets of orbiting space station operations
that can be handled by reasonably easy application of existing legal principles, derived mostly from positive law theory. However, an uncomfortable feeling persists among some of the younger natural law advocates, that
jurists who practice "space law" will continue in their treatment of space
stations, to drive jurisprudence for the space age forcefully and firmly into
the eighteenth century.
In the past, the consequences of similar innovative situations usually has
been, and in the case of the space station may well be, degeneration of
disciplined theory to confused rhetoric surrounding circumstances about
which science and technology permit us to know much more than the
mysticism of law will permit us to recognize. Perhaps the principal weaknesses in developing accurately responsive legal theory are that Western
jurists have been trained (1)in the adversary mode, and (2) to be good
mechanics and tailors of the law, i.e., they represent a profession in which
a presumed mystical dignity has raised man above contact with his biological origins.
If jurists are to mold an effective schizophrenic mental posture to accommodate a unique legal regime(s), it must recognize first that all systematic.
analyses of a particular jurisprudential construct should start with a basic
philosophy-man's reflection on his position in the universe-and conclude
with a well-molded, implementing political ideology. As observed quite
succinctly by Wolfgang Friedmann, ". . . all legal theory must contain
International Lawyer, Vol. 8, No. I
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elements of philosophy

. . .

and gain its color and specific content from

political theory ....4
Historically, legal philosophies or theories arose from a "mixed-bag" of
parochial interests and methodologies, which were not particularly
well-defined: e.g., theology predetermined the philosophical constructs of
the scholastics, ethics influenced the philosophy of Kant, 5 economics the

underlying theory of Marxism and finally, the comparatively advanced
state of science and the facilitating medium of communications gave substance to the rebirth of the realist movement.
Previously, legal savants foremost were churchmen, politicians, and an
occasional maverick philosopher. Only recently has the burden of legal
philosophy shifted to the practicing lawyer through his very practical
confrontation with tangible issues of social justice and inequities- rendered
acute by the advanced state of applied technology. The lawyer, albeit
grudgingly, is being forced more into a functional grasp of the natural

sciences-as opposed to the heretofore amorphic foundations of morality
and ethic-as essential to the mundane practice of law and the natural
scientist is being forced to take a more cosmopolitan look at his research
6
than his laboratory sanctuary ever demanded of him previously.
4

W. FRIEDMANN, LEGAL THEORY 3 (1967). Friedmann also notes the frustrating spasms
in existing jurisprudential methodologies by observing that "[s]ometimes the starting-point is
philosophy, and political ideology plays a secondary part-as in the theories of the German
classical metaphysicians or the Neo-Kantians. Sometimes the starting-point is political ideology, as in the legal theories of Socialism and Facism." Friedmann concluded this observation
by remarking that some jurisprudents have been "philosophers" foremost, and jurists only
because it was believed that "Law" was necessary to round out an already self-sufficient
philosophical construct. Other jurisprudents were political scientists first, and jurists second,
"because they felt the need to express their political thought in legal form." Friedmann
believed, also, that a third, more contemporary group exists which "has been driven to
consider the ultimate ends of law, by the professional study and practice of the law." It is
within
the context of this latter group that the present discussion is pursued.
5
Neo-Kantian philosophy-of which Stammler, Del Vecchio, and Binder are representatives of that scientific legal idealism-represents a good deal less than precision analysis.
However, certain contemporary jurispurdents appear to be restoring the evolution of Kantian
philosophy to an alter of atavistic prominence. Concisely, these jurisprudents seem to find
undefined and casual use of such concepts as ethic, morality, and justice, easier to handle than
relative values of societal relationships established by scientific methodology. They appear to
be dancing to rhythms that empirical methodologies no longer play and, as proponents of old
orthodoxies, remain inelegantly out of step with new experiences. In this respect, see generally, J. RAWLS, A THEORY OF JUSTICE (1972).
6
An expansion of this concept-somewhat with tongue.in cheek-can be found in the
remarks prepared by the author for the Annual Meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science held in Washington, D. C., December 1972. The remarks, prepared
for a panel entitled, "Scientists in the Legal System: Tolerated Meddlers or Essential Contributors?" were captioned, "Who Stole Scientism from Science and the Law?" The concluding
observation was that "[s]ince law is an exacting science, scientists must teach the law; and in
so doing, teach themselves."
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Concisely, Western legal thought seems to be transitioning very distinctly from foundations of ethic and social morality, through occasional
flirtations with utilitarianism, to the "growing belief in the accessibility of
all human phenomena to scientific knowledge." 7 Within this context is the
manned, long duration space station having unique legal frameworks; and
such frameworks must rest upon an accurately perceived and quantifiable
environment of contemporary man in an alien space ecosystem.
II. What Contemporary Science Is Doing
To Legal Theory, Generally
In the Western world, particularly the United States, there has been a
definite recurrent wave- of anti-intellectualism in the area of basic sciences.
Further, there appears to be a chronic, and false, separation of the sciences
into those disciplines which are natural and those which are social. There is
only one legitimate distinguishing factor between the so-called natural
sciences and social sciences. That distinction is methodology. The interrelated objects of a study are identical.
The principle distinguishing factor in the methodologies used is that
natural sciences are exclusively concerned with the study of matter, while
social sciences are concerned with the purposive facets of behavior patterns. Although the latter obviously pivots upon valuation judgments, the
interdependence of these two methodologies, vis-h-vis formulation of accurately responsive juridical systems for given societal environments, is fairly
obvious.
Of course, there is the inescapable interdependence of empirical data in
natural science with value-by-hypotheses of the social sciences. Although
natural and social sciences have drawn closer in methodology, the latter,
by virtue of valuation, tends to distort facts through the influence of
parochial considerations. The best known exponent of the view that value
orientation is integral to the very selection of material investigated by the
social scientist was Max Weber.8 Also, as observed by Ernest Nagel,
[a] variant of this approach is ...the view that, since the social scientist is
1
The most recent view of scientific accessibility to human behavior started under the
Neo-Kantian banner and was particularly strong during the Nineteenth Century. Philosophers
such as Dilthey, Rickert, and Windelband applied scientific methodology not only to the
theory of knowledge (or as Friedmann said "the perception and ordering of phenomena
outside the human individual," p. 49 of Legal Theory) but to all facets of natural man, i.e.,
thinking, feeling, willing, etc. The consequence, and perhaps greatest weakness, of this
approach is the inevitable separation of the natural and cultural sciences. The thesis of the
present discussion is that it is imperative to apply the same process of investigation, used in
determining the biology of man, to the determination and evaluation of what normally are

considered the esoteric abstractions of culture.
OSee, therefor, M.

WEBER, THE METHODOLOGY OF THE SOCIAL SCIENCES

(1947).
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himself affected by considerations of right and wrong, of his own notions of a
satisfactory social order, these personal standards enter into the analysis of
social phenomena (e.g., into the appraisal of the physical and psychological
"needs" of a particular culture)?

As jurists learn more about accurate responsiveness of legal institutions
to individual and societal dilemmas through application of new scientific
data, tools and methodologies, the more obvious it becomes that a definite
working view of the extent of man's ultimate place in the scheme of the
universe must be established. Put in a different fashion, concentrated effort
must be placed on developing broad philosophical constructs within which
scientific research about homo sapiens is pursued with direction.
The purpose is to provide an environment in which value forming attitudes evolved by Earth-indigenous man can be changed to accommodate
unique value formations of contemporary man which are dictated by vast
changes in, and additions to, scientific knowledge. The need for this attitudinal perspective is imperative to derive the greatest benefits from manned
activities of both basic and applied knowledge. This mental posture is
essential to formulate the most successful and accurately responsive legal
r6gimes for the operation of long-duration orbiting space stations and other
permanent, manned, space habitats.
A.

The Role of Science in Societal Determinism

and Consequent Legal Rdgimes for
Space Station Participants

Wolfgang Friedman concluded that,
[iun philosophical terms, the question is whether the increasing knowledge of
the causes of human behaviour - through the analysis of mind through the
study of social environment by which the behaviour of an individual is
conditioned, or through the knowledge of the genetic makeup of a given

individual-makes human behaviour predetermined and thus diminishes or
excludes the freedom of choice on which moral and legal responsibility is

founded. 10

This is the question most often put by the apologists for the moral and
ethical foundations of law. Under normal Earth-indigenous circumstances,
it is safe to assume that the need to address that issue will be quite some
time in coming. However, in manned space stations where participants are
extensively bio-medically telemetered and function in a totally alien
life-support system, and where the effects of applied science telescopes the
time needed for comprehending- (and engineering)- human behavior patterns, the proper answer to Friedmann's question might well be, "not as
9
E.
0

Nagel, THE STRUCTURE OF SCIENCE, 485 et seq. (1961).
1 0p. cit., supra note 4, at p. 60.
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long as man can manipulate his environment-or, in fact, is unable to
control it-will human behavior be predeterminable to the point of excluding freedom of choice upon which legal-not moral-responsibility is
founded."
In the context of scientific determinism as the basis of legal theory,
society has two alternative approaches; (1) adoption of the utilitarian
concept in which any test of guilt based on ethic or moral responsibility is
abandoned, and (2) reformed concepts of guilt, fault and moralism in light
of modern science. The latter alternative has been adopted by the overwhelming majority of modern legal systems." A principle consequence of
this scientific determinism has been emphasis in theory on reformation,
instead of deferrence, as the answer to individual or collective wanderings
from established legal norms. It is easier to see this in the realm of criminal
law; but upon close analysis, it can be seen that reformation of behavior,
and of the norm where appropriate, is practically (as well as theoretically)
applicable throughout the entire mosaic of criminal and civil law.
With quantifiable scientific data, it is easier to identify a situation as it is,
rather than as prevailing norms demand we recognize it as it should be.
This is essential to grasp if Earth-indigenous jurists are to recognize fundamental differences in the value-forming processes of space-station participants and those of Earth indigents. Once grasped, it can be seen that
application of legal positivisms (evolved in a normal ecosystem) to a space
station society may be critically destructive, not to mention the loss of
understanding the bases for Earth-indigenous legal r6gimes by
thoughtlessly discarding the benefits of comparative methodology.
B. A Multitude of Legal Rigimes for Two Separate Species

Advanced scientific analysis and data are providing contemporary jurists
with two invaluable insights for the establishment of space station legal
r6gimes: (1) that "the simple dichotomy of good and evil, or moral
reprehensibility and innocence, must give way to a much subtler gradation
of shades of responsibility"' 2 under any juridical construct adopted for
orbiting stations; and (2) "[t[he men who, as legislators, judges or administrators, lay down the conditions of legal responsibility can and should do
so, not from a posture of moral superiority," but with humility and creative
1

In this respect, see J. C. FLOGEL, MEN, MORALS AND SOCIETY 168 et seq. (1962).
However, certain moralists, such as Hall and Denning, agree with contemporary utilitarians,
such as Hart and Williams (as well as with most psychiatrists), that genetic coding mandates
retention of varying degrees and qualities of punishment related to responsibility for the
minimum acceptable level of societal order.
120p. cit., supra note 4, at p. 67.
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imagination "as executants of a social and legal order" substantially alien
to any envisioned in the cultures of man throughout history. It is submitted
that the need for choice between classical juridical definitions of right and
wrong will cease to exist, but only if a broad, guiding philosophy for
expansion of "Earth culture" into outer space is first formulated.
Empirical data shows that the bio-chemical, bio-electrical, neurophysiological, endocrinological and consummate psychological foundations of a
microcosmic intercultural society (i.e., space station), and the characteristics of interplay between such foundations and the engineered environment, produce individuals with recognizably and markedly distinct variations in value-forming processes. It may be assumed that this distinction
is so significant that long-duration space flight in an alien life-support
system, with extra-ordinary sensory overload/deprivation sources, will provide participants who are measurably distinct from homo sapiens.
For the sake of expediency, let such an individual be called homo
alterios. 13 Query: What broad legal regimes and underlying legal theory
should be recognized and adopted to accommodate the multitude of consequent relationships? Set forth, below, are suggested broad areas of relationships demanding different juridical principles, if not separate and distinct legal systems.
1. Legal regimes surrounding the initial fabrication and support of a
space station, space stations and clusters, lunar community, etc. Existing
private and public legal positivisms, constrained by prevailing domestic
commercial and security policies, should continue to be sufficient.
2. Legal systems controlling both unilateral and multilateral relations
between governments and cooperating consortia, and between competing
consortia-both domestic and international-will likely retain existing
characteristics, unless an effective world order is established and/or some
unique economic theory evolves.
3. Criminal and civil law theory, for space shuttles servicing space
stations, effectively, will be that presently supporting admiralty and maritime law-unless there is unique and inordinate interaction between shuttle
crews and space station societies.
4. Legal regimes encompassing command and mission relationships between space station participants and ground control or management units,
"3Homo alterios is a term used by Ernst Fasan in RELATIONS WITH ALIEN INBASIS OF METALAW, Berlin: Verlag (1970). The present
author has understood this taxonomic description to mean divergent or parallel evolution to
homo sapiens-as opposed to the broader concept of "man-like." This phenomenon is disTELLIGENCES: THE SCIENTIFIC

cussed at length in Robinson, NASA's Space Station, and the Need for Quantifiable Components of a Responsive Legal Regime, 6 INT'L LAWYER, No. 2,pp. 292-312 (1972).
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including separate relations with supporting private commercial consortia.
Also, interactions of station participants with normal Earth societal ordering, and sanctions, will require a unique and sophisticated legal regime-or
multiple series of transitioning legal systems-based upon a theory of
"biochemical law," very likely unacceptable to present orthodox
Earth-indigenous attitudes.
5. Legal relations among space station participants, alone, while existing
in a shared, long-duration, confined, alien life-support environment, will
rest upon a new theory of law, i.e., such space station participants will
establish new value-forming processes, and consequent judgments, based
on the manifestations of totally different neurophysiological phenomena.
Concisely, any legal theory evolved must consider such space station
participants either as neo-colonists. or preferably, as "alien" life forms to
evolve their own juridical systems while in long-duration flight, and to be
dealt with on an at-arms-length basis by Earth-indigenous institutions.
Throughout the ages, homo sapiens has evolved within the natural
constraints of sea-level solar radiation wave-lengths and frequency distribution patterns, approximating the frequencies between 100 trillion
cycles per second (c.p.s.) and one quadrillion c.p.s. Energy in the physical
universe takes the form of "associate matter" and "disassociative radiation." All forms of physical phenomena can be related potentially by the
frequency characteristics of their respective electromagnetic fields. 14 As
observed by H. L. Logan,
[the sea-level solar [electromagnetic] energy field is the creator of environmental15quality, which cannot be intelligently handled until that fact is understood.
Only one among the many problematic areas in shielding, or removing
14In this respect, see generally, C. W. Wieske, Human Sensitivity to Electric Fields,
Laboratory for the Study of Sensory Systems, Tucson, Ariz. (1963); Yu. A. Kholodov, Effect
of Electromagnetic and Magnetic Fields on the Central Nervous System, FOREIGN SCI.

BULL. (Feb. 1967); and J. R. Hamer, Biological Entrainment of the Human Brain by Low
Frequency Radiation, Northrop Space Lab. Tech. memo 532-65-45 (Jan. 1965).
15
Logan, H. L., Survival and Sun Light, paper 6C.3 presented at I.E.E.E. Intercon
(1972). Logan makes the observation that "[slolar energy fluctuates. Everyone knows of the
11.5 years' sun-spot cycle. There are others. One of their effects on life is a sort of cybernetic
control which prevents any type of life from overrunning the earth, to the exclusion of the
rest.... His ecological cycle is apparently controlled by the approximately five centuries long
solar energy cycle...'" Although man has escaped his ecological niche, he is no exception to
the aforementioned cyclic phenomenon. However, by escaping from his ecological niche
through technological evolution man has opened the path to avoid, to some as yet unrecognizable degree, the 500-years' catastrophe of wide-spread famine, civil disorder, etc., with
which history permits correlation with changes in the sun's energy output. The bearing of this
phenomenon on existing and future space stations, lunar bases and space bases, may be
apparent. For a detailed review of bio-electronics and the effects of synthetic shielding, see J.
B. Beal, The New Bio-Technology-Potential Applications to the Educational Environment,
paper presented at the Int'l. Symp. on Evalua. in Sci. Educa. and Uses of Educat'l Technol.,
sponsored by UNESCO, Hebrew Univ. of Jerusalem (Aug. 13- 18, 1972).
International Lawyer, Vol. 8, No. I
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man from sea-level solar radiation, is the deprivation of radiation frequencies essential to production of an integral hormone referred to as

Calciferol (Vitamin D). In addition to ensuring a strong skeletal structure,
full development of immunological defenses, and work against musculature
induced hypertension, 16 Calciferol is integral to aiding homeostasis equilib-

rium between the demands of the environment, and changes therein, on the
body and the ability of the body to adjust and accommodate such demands

with a minimum of physiological penalties.
The effects of variations in Vitamin D production and balance on value-forming processes occurring in a space-station environment during ex-

tended missions should be speculatively apparent; 17 as should be the
effects of all physiological variations in such an environment on the type of
command-structuring and juridical r6gimes which either evolve or are imposed.
In addition to having an effect on the efficiency of the excretory sys-

tem, 18 stabilizing the genetic functioning within cells,' 9 increasing the total
quantity of whole blood, 20 and decreasing the metastatic rate of migratory
cancers, the sea-level solar radiation frequencies have an incredibly important function in setting the framework for behavior patterns, and underlying
values, which can be anticipated. For example, there is strong belief among
several endocrinologists 2' that sunlight stimulates the secretion of certain
161n this respect, it should be noted that involuntary residual muscular contraction is the
cause of steady-state hypertension, in which the muscles never fully relax-a most undesirable characteristic in any long-duration space flight in which sensory deprivation/overload
is a critical influence on individual and group behavior patterns.
171n the context of Calciferol production, see R. J. Wurtman, Effects of Light on
Neuro-endocrineFunction, Ch. 18, Neuroendocrinology, Vol. 2 Academic Press, Inc., N.Y.
(1966) and W. F. Loomis, Rickets, Sci. Amer. (Dec. 1970).
' 8 Sunlight expands the surface capillary networks of the body, increasing the rate of
insensible perspiration and, consequently, decreasing the workload of the kidneys. See generally F. Ellinger, Medical Radiation Biology 35 (3-10), Charles C. Thomas, publisher, Springfield, Illinois (1957); and W. 1. Vernadsky, The Biosphere and the Noosphere, Trans., Conn.
Acad. Sci., Vol. 35, pp. 483-517.
19
See generally, C. S. Pittendrigh, On the Mechanism of Entrainment of a Circadian
Rhythm by Light Cycles; and The Entrainment of Circadian Oscillations by Light and their
Role 20as Photoperiodic Blocks, The Amer. Nat., Vol. XCVIII, p. 102 (Sept.-Oct. 1964).
By increasing the quantitative content of hemoglobin and gammaglobulin, whole blood
is increased proportionately in terms of protection against the onset of certain diseases. Also,
sea-level solar radiation assists in stabilizing the production of serotonin (component of
blood), an excess of which has been linked to certain behavioral disorders. Also, this electromagnetic field frequency and wavelength tends to stabilize production of acetylcholine, an
excess or insufficiency of which has a definite affect on emotional characteristics and "personality."21
1t has been shown that sea-level solar radiation affects the production and rate of
production of neurohormones, as well as the functions of the diencephalon-pituitary gland
system, the latter of which is part of the central nervous system where physical stimuli and
chemical impulses are translated into emotions. See, therefor, A. T. W. SIMEONS, MAN'S
-PRESUMPTUOUS BRAIN,

Ch. 2 (1961).
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neuro-hormones which stabilize hormonal balance; further, that these
neuro-hormones are, in fact, the chemical link between environment and
human behavior. In any event, in this context the point Logan and others
are making is "[n]ature was not molded to suit Man. Man was molded to
suit it," and space jurists must be acutely aware of the behavioral consequences of environmental changes permitted by technological manipulations.
With the recruitment and training standards of space station participants
premised on genetic selection of a specific nature, a fundamental jurisprudential question arises: in the event a space station participant is selected
on the basis of measurably high nervous system strength for certain work
objectives, should space station law hold that person to a higher level of
conduct in accomplishing the objective than someone who performs the
same task on Earth with consequences for improperly performed work not
quite so vital or critical?
A bit more broadly, if an individual is selected for a space station
assignment on the basis of certain superior genetically coded characteristics, should that person be held to a higher standard of conduct under
applicable law than his space station or Earth-indigenous colleague who is
selected because of other traits, but who shares common social and professional standards imposed by law?
A possible answer is that a good deal of research (-both by Soviet
scientists dealing with neurophysiology, and the Western scientists dealing
with personality and temperament) shows the need for a space station
juridical regime that can apply different and very specific levels of stan22
dards for crew members vis-a-vis civil and criminal law. This possibility
also should be considered a distinct part of a pre-mission business or
employment contract, and obviously would have a bearing on the type of
applicable insurance programs packaged by private companies.
C. The Biology ofAnthropology: One Plus the Other
Equals Culture, the Subject of Law
There is solid biological foundation both for individual human behavior
and societal interaction patterns. Certain facets of such behavior can be
anticipated with a reasonably high degree of predictability. Space station
architecture can, and should, be designed and engineered with this predictability as an integral factor. Predictable human behavior, plus design
22

Cf. C. Voicu, and T.

OLTEANU,

Study of the Correlation between Flexibility oJ

Attention and Dynamism of Nervous Processes, BIOLOGICAL
IOR 325-332 (ed. by V. D. Nebzlitsyn and J. A. Gray (1972)).

BASES OF INDIVIDUAL BEHAV-
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and engineering requirements of a long-duration, manned orbiting vehicle
must evolve within the framework of a carefully articulated legal philosophy for this evolutionary (and therefore unique) step of mankind.
The basic premise of this observation is equally as applicable to
Earth-indigenous relationships-only it is more acutely applicable in a
confined social microcosm existing in a unique and alien life-support environment. The premise is that neither the resolution of matter to sub-atomic
structures, nor the mind-expanding conquest of space will enable an individual's reactions to others to be governed by abstract, logical reasoning,
often based on an ever-shifting concept of morality and ethic, i.e., the usual
justification for domestic legislation and international treaties. The basic
energy and physical constructs of nature still control emotions, temperament, behavioral patterns, etc., regardless of the innumerable avenues and
tendencies for rationalizing one's "feelings" and "beliefs."
Various legal systems presently evolved on Earth are simply components of equally as varying cultures-the latter being intellectual articulations of bio-ecological dictates. Such legal systems serve as the prevailing norms against which departures (of abnormal and unique behavior
patterns) are recognized. The only non-biological facet of such systems is
the artificial premise that law is designed to mitigate or dispel violence
among individuals and give orders to their relations. This premise flies in
the face of the realities of non-engineered genetic coding and irrefutable
contrary behavior patterns illuminated by historical, recorded observations.
Although this fiction may have to suffice for the foreseeable future on
Earth's surface, it need not be perpetuated in space societies.
It is appropriate at this point to put the question, "what is the utility of
measurement in preparation for space station societies and the multi-jurisdictions of law to be applied?" As always, the answer depends upon
the parochial perspective from which the response comes, and also upon
the objectives for which measurement methodologies are employed. It is
insufficient merely to assign numbers to a phenomenon. What must be
accomplished is the ascertainment of significant relationships among the
phenomena being measured. That is the importance of quantification.
Numbers, alone, are not necessarily a requisite since scientific literature
about organic matter, in general, and human behavior in particular, is
replete with conclusions based on disciplined hunches and no supporting
data.
However, the history of man's culturally-elaborated behavior patterns
(at least those deriving from the central nervous system), has shown us that
they are only surface characteristics of the underlying neurophysiological
variables interacting with the environment; and it is this set of variables
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that must be defined with precision, preferably by numerical symbolism, in
order to anticipate accurately the efficiency of a course of societal conduct
prescribed and undertaken.
To determine the most responsive, or successful, set of behavior pat-

terns (be it in individual psychiatric therapy, international relations among
ideological societies, or an international space station with participants
possessing totally alien value-forming processes). there must be a synthesis
of the bio-chemical subdisciplines with the methodology of behavioral
anthropology. Further, even though the individual may carry the cultural
settings of his origins or dominant group along With his predictable, individual behavior, and the infinite consequences flowing therefrom, it can
be assumed (and supported by a certain amount of empirical evidence) that
"if his environment could be tightly controlled [as in the orbiting space
station], as if the [space station] . . . were a laboratory, the task of
23
prediction would be infinitely simplified." [Inserts added.]
D. Transitioningfrom the Biology of Personality
to the Predictionof Temperament
Human bio-rhythms (particularly the 24-hour circadian rhythm) are integral to ultimate personality and temperament characteristics. It can be

anticipated that environmental disruption of these rhythms and their triggering devices can cause profound changes in individual and group behav-

ior over relatively prolonged periods of time. 24 The more intense and
abrupt the environmental modification, the shorter the time required for
behavioral changes to become manifest. Simple transitioning from a space
station environment to Earth can set in motion a change in values of the
circadian rhythm.
These values, or "transients" as they are called, show definite and
reproducible regularities as quantitative relationships between the initial
23

E. D. CHAPPLE, CULTURE AND BIOLOGICAL MAN-EXPLORATIONS IN BEHAVIORAL
ANTHROPOLOGY 18 (1972). In the context of helping to put in proper and acceptable perspective the bio-ecological explanation of human behavior (and consequently, intellectually
articulated responses in the form of legal constructs to give reasonable order to behavioral
interactions), Chapple observes the following at p. 20: "There has been a fashion, hopefully
vanishing, that science can only be advanced if specialists from many disciplines come
together with man disarticulated under an interdisciplinary microscope ... [what is really
needed is the scientist] to make himself as multidisciplinary as he can....
As an extra
dividend, he will also truly ... no longer feel he must accept the claim of the humanistic
studies
that they are the sole source and provider of the arts of creativity... ." [Insert added.]
24
The changes can last virtually seconds and may be sensed by the organism as a whole.
On the other hand, the total effect of the changing values, or "transients," may be temporary
and remain characterisically up to several weeks-as with many who suffer the effects of
international flights over long distances and one or more time-zone changes.
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and final states of circadian rhythmic transitioning.2 5 These transients can
be used to determine (1) at what point an individual committed an action
under the alien norms of a space station legal r6gime, or if such activity
was the product of Earth-indigenous values and subject to Earth-applicable
legal norms; and (2), at what physiological stage of a transitioning astronaut
the jurisdiction of our distinct legal regime will be applied as opposed to
that of another different regime.
Other shorter biological rhythms play an extremely important role in
personality and temperament manifestations, and consequently are
reflected in specific legal principles; particularly in environments such as a
space station where variations in these bio-rhythmic manifestations may be
abnormally visible and abrasive. One example is the manner in which
rhythm organizes speech and "body language." It is conceivable that
abnormal speech patterns and cyclic frequencies can have antagonistic
(both civil and criminal) implications in a space station environment (i.e.,
mitigation of assault charges and civil damages due to provocative speech
2
It
patterns, etc.) deriving from distortions in the underlying bio-rhythms.
should be kept in mind that visual, physical and verbal communication is
endowed with rhythmic properties, and communication is the substance of
law and legal regimes.
E. Biological Rhythms, Personalityand
Space Station Law
Since bio-rhythms are extremely distinct, even within a species, all
personalities are exceedingly individual. For this reason, it may be more
effective to permit each group of space station, or other long-duration,
mission participants to develop their own intra-station legal regime, than to
impose a predetermined, unitary, total-control command structure. Undoubtedly, there would still be a good deal of legal-r~gime continuity
among succeeding mission societies basically due to uniform standards of
personnel selection and training, similarity of vehicle, platform, and equipment, etc.
Obviously, the continuity would change progressively as platforms be2ln
this respect, see generally, Aschoff, J., Exogenous and Endogenous Components in
Circadian Rhythms, in Cold Spring Harbor Symposia on Quantitative Biology 11-28; Long
Island Biological Assoc. (1968); also, by that author, Circadian Rhythms in Man 148 Sci.

1427-1432
(1965).
26
See, C. B. Hudgins, and R. V. Stetson, Relative Speed of Articulatory Movements, 13

Arch. Ne'erl. Phonet. Exper. 85-94 (1937), wherein a speed range was observed to exist of
approximately 5.5 to 7.5 cycles per second for motor patterns similar to those underlying
speech. See, also, G. G. Luce, Biological Rhythms in Psychiatry and Medicine, Nat'l. Inst.
Mental Health, Public Health Service Publication No. 2088, 1970.
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come more sophisticated, mission durations greatly protracted, mission
objectives changed, and participants and orbiting platforms more independent of Earth resources and support. The important point is, however, that the station participants, alone, would be responsible for evolving
the new legal r6gime-conceived and cultivated in an Earth-alien environ-

ment-applicable to their value-forming relationship and conduct among
themselves.
As previously mentioned, one of the more important facets of
bio-rhythms capable of meaningful phenomenological observations consists
of speech sequencing and related physical gestures and spacing. Most of
the sequencing patterns are distinctly repetitious and, therefore, measurable and predictable. Pattern variations often are easily identifiable with
geographic regions, parochial weather demands and seasonal changes, and

distinct cultural peculiarities. They are the most recognized as instrumental
in influencing the quality of animal relations (particularly homo sapiens)

above the basic requirements of nutrition, sex and shelter.
Speech patterns revolve about a principle of dominance/competition.

27

If a communications relationship is not one strictly of dominance/
subservience, with each participant accepting its genetically coded role,

the result is for the most part a series of conflicts of relative intensity.
The conflicts, in fact, may well be integral to establishing a "pecking order"
in that particular society of communicants and must be permitted a certain
amount of expression in human societal groupings. In this respect, it is
suggested that a carefully designed "Robert's Rules of Order" be promulgated to respond precisely to speech, and other inter-personal communication, requirements, not only among space station participants, but

among the participants and ground support personnel. 28
27

There are innumerable variations on the dominance theme in speech patterns, spacing,
frequency, decible level, volume, etc., not to mention the silent language of gestures (appendages and visage) and fashion apparel. Obviously, the innumerable variations make it difficult
to predict the consequences of a total communications sequence; however, the existence of
seemingly infinite permutations in communicative expression also permit innumerable, and
very subtle, methods for controlling communication to the best and most successful
ends-within a pre-established framework of most desired objectives. It should be apparent
that, because of the infinitely greater importance of communication to the desired social
process among participants in a space station, the participants will be held to a much more
meticulous and higher level of communication standards and guidelines, within the context of
both civil and criminal law, than is likely to be expected in similar Earth-occurring circumstances.
2
alt is interesting to note that a troop of Howler monkeys on Barro Colorado Island,
Gatun Lake, Panama Canal Zone, move through the trees howling at other troops until one
gets out of the way of the other. This is clear evidence of the communication dominance
principle, but the Howlers never-or rarely ever-fight. They simply "out howl" one another.
See, therefor, C. R. Carpenter, A Field Study of the Behavior and Social Relations of

Howling Monkeys, 10 Comp. Psychol. Monogr., No. 48, pp. 1- 168 (1934). As observed by
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Further, empirical evidence available indicates that whatever legal

regime is adopted, "crimes of passion" will demand legal principles that
permit longer periods of interpersonal adjustments. Put another way, participants should be permitted greater adjustment periods and longer "cool-

ing off" times before they either are held criminally responsible for their
conduct, or charges of degrees of a given crime are invoked. Provocative
language, for example, may not allow a quick defense of mitigating circumstances.
F. Limits on Modification of Behavior Patterns
and Emotionsfor Space Station Existence

Although there is a fair amount of human plasticity under the influences
of engineered environmental changes, behavioral limits are set by the

specific genetic constitution of an individual and the environment which
permits expression of the genetic characteristics. However, there is tremendous genetically-coded potential for individual variability. Interactions

among adjacent genes, along with their individual multiple functions, make
behavioral variegations seemingly infinite. 29 On the other hand, there are
certain stages or critical periods in morphophysiological development during which response to environmental changes-reflected in, behavior pattern variations-are more acute, or substantially less so, than at other

times.

30

Younger people, for example, are more susceptible to environmental

change than those who are more biologically matured.3 1 A certain amount
Chapple, op. cit., supra note 23, at p. 54, "[m]an, though most lethal in some of the dominance
actions which his technology facilitates, is far more likely to use his voice and gestures to
achieve dominance over his fellows, thus putting him on a par with the howlers."
29Selection and training procedures for Skylab and Cosmodome astronauts already are
responsible for opting a vastly large proportion of the world's population, out of the genetic
breeding pool for space station and other long-duration flight participants. This type of
selective engineering for desired behavior patterns may well be completely successful without
ever3having to consider genetic restructuring.
Neurophysiologically and biochemically, most mammals are immature at the terminal
point of gestation and for some time thereafter. It can be demonstrated that biological rhythms
and associated autonomic states undergo development before stabilizing-and these periods
also are affected by the cultural and physical environment in which they mature. This does not
mean to say unequivocally, however, that there are certain times during neurophysiological
maturity when environmental stimuli and influences have more, or less, effect than at other
times.
3
Query: Should this mean that older station participants should be held less accountable
than younger participants for inability to accommodate an alien interactional environment?
Should there be a variation in applicability of certain legal standards according to a given stage
of maturity or senescence? What effect would this have on existing legal fictions establishing
the age between juvenile and adult responsiblity for determining right from wrong ... ? In
view of sensory perception variations according to age, should certain principles of civil
liability be premised on our greatest physical perception sense-touch?
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can be reinforced by environmental engineering, but weak or submissive
traits cannot be made strong. This, of course, has no bearing on determining what are "good" or "bad" behavior patterns for a space station environment. In a station context, the reliance on amorphic concepts of good
and bad shifts to whether certain behavior patterns are successful within
the much broader framework of space station objectives and philosophical
constructs discussed previously.
G. Territorialaty and Other Expressions of Spacing Needs
Without providing an in-depth treatment of human manifestations of the
"territorial imperative," the concept of territoriality is critically important
in establishing a responsive legal regime applicable among space station
participants.3 2 In every individual, the greatest willingness to fight, as opposed to accommodation and/or flight, is when the situs is most familiar,
i.e., in the middle of an individual's established territory. Put another way,
willingness to fight increases proportionate to increased familiarity with the
immediate environment and a diminishing willingness or ability to escape.
It should be obvious that in a space station, where physical space is at a
premium, the proper setting for genetically coded violence among participants is overwhelmingly acute. Although Skylab has been engineered to
give each crew-member the maximum amount of physical privacy possible,
the facts remain that (1) the physical space available almost forces constant
territorial confrontation, and (2) the training requirements dictate that every member of the crew be completely familiar with every inch of space in
the station, i.e., no one member has a substantial advantage in territorial
familiarity.
Therefore, it is suggested that three basic approaches be considered to
minimize the territorial problem: (1) genetically select and train participants with the least amount of expressed territorial drive; (2) emphasize a
relationship between the space station participants and external,
Earth-indigenous support personnel which establishes the space station
society as a troop holding a common territory;3 3 and (3) develop surrogate
territorial expressions of a physical or psychological nature.
One of the principal problematic areas of space station territoriality is
found in the concept of "invasion of privacy," once that privacy has been
32

popularizations of the territorial concept can be found in Robert Ardrey's TERRITORIAL
and SOCIAL CONTRACT (1970).
33
Normally, one might suspect that this would lead to derogation of relationships between
the space station crew and the support personnel located on Earth or in another temporary
orbiting vehicle (space shuttle). However, proper command structuring and available communications surrogates may well dissipate potential effectiveness of territorial competition between the station society and outsiders with whom they interact-particularly in a critically
dependent fashion.
IMPERATIVE (1966),
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established. It is in this context that the fundamental nature of territoriality
in relation to the communication process becomes much more clear.
Particularly in the Western World, privacy is considered increasingly as
a basic "right" of all individuals. It is considered a right in a legal sense. It
is an abstract concept. It is not considered a biological necessity-rather, a
right. What happens when individual privacy is invaded is the removal of
that individual's potentials for interaction, the latter of which is strictly
survival oriented. A less dramatic, but often exceedingly more effective,
form of invasion than physical interjection is the use of modern electronic
technology and the more "sophisticated" psychological invasions. 34 The
very design and operational engineering characteristics of manned orbiting
platforms render this form of invasion of privacy a conventional potential.
Presently, invasion of privacy is considered by most jurists, and supported by court decisions, as the taking of certain property rights. It should
be considered as unacceptable conduct which distorts or disturbs an individual(s) bio-rhythmic equilibrium to the quantifiable detriment of his
mental health (equilibrium) and physical well-being. This should be considered as a loss, within the framework of legal liability, similar to dismemberment.
The juridical importance (of the biological foundations of consequences
arising from privacy invasion) in engineering a proper architectural response to space station participant interactions should be apparent. It
emphasizes that spatial relations are not simply patterns of cultural convention. Token physical privacy is not all that is needed to satisfy the
territorial requirements of a space station society. Genetically coded, species-specific distance intervals, either for individuals or groups, permit
determination of the degree of probability that certain interactional patterns
will occur.
H. Essentiality of Integrated Legal, Biological,
Architectural,and Engineering Approach to Evolving
a DesirableSpace Station Culture
Spatial relations and communications sequencing appear to be the mani"4Crowding and absence of acceptable physical/time spacing requirements constitute a
lethal situation. An individual's equilibrium requirements must be preserved, if not through
physical spacing, then through psychological spacing in terms of knowledge or skill ownership, etc. Surrogate violence or open-ended competition must be explored as a possible
expression of territorial identity, as well as to distract from the harmful effects of boredom
through sensory deprivation. For a discussion of the effects of modern psychological invasion
techniques, and technology generally, upon territorial requirements, see, A. WESTIN, PRIVACY
AND FREEDOM (1967). These issues and problems are accentuated tremendously in the space
station where communications technology and telemetering are prevalent; in fact, they constitute the way of life.
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fest consequence of the human organism's total morphophysiological interactions with environmental stimuli. Measuring these spatial relations
between two or more parties to estimate behavioral characteristic probilities, arising from their internal/external biological interactions, is no
mean task. Since the relationship cannot always be absolutely measured in
vacuo, they must be quantified within the definable environment in which
they take place.
Architectural engineering is critical to space station survival, but architectural techniques cannot be selected until basic questions and priorities
dealing with the character and quality of a space station society have been
resolved. As mentioned at the outset, this involves establishment of an
overall philosophical construct for permanent, or semi-permanent, habitations of extraterrestrial platforms and bases, by some rather astute, farsighted and interdisciplinary savants of jurisprudence.
In addition to the biological disciplines, some of the other cultural
manifestations that must be considered by jurists in determining the type of
space station individual and society desired, and the type of sanctioning
psychological, physiological, technological and architectural order necessary to ensure preservation of those individuals and society, are the following:
1. Biological/evolutionary implications of division of labor and consequent teamwork.
2. Biological foundations of intercultural sequencing.
3. Evolution and status of specialization.
4. Biological bases of institutionalization.
5. Biological nature of man in evolution of organizational structures.
6. Biological factors in symbol selection.
7. Biological need for ritualization.
Obviously, only a few areas have been touched upon in this discussion
to help illuminate the irresponsibility inherent in any attempt to impose
traditional legal positivisms on space station societies, as well as upon the
operational and support objectives of establishing such a man/machine
system. Reliance on shop-worn mysticisms will emphasize the technological facet of the space station program (and the technology will not be
accurately responsive), to the detriment of a necessary overall philosophy
espousing manned exploration of space as a natural evolution of mankind.
I. Command Structuring as a JuridicalPanacea
Unfortunately, an inherent constraint on the scope of investigation into
command structuring for societal order in space station operations and
mission objectives was the predetermined military complexion. Set forth
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below, are some of the problem areas considered in studies of command
structures which detract from the efficacy of traditional military line command structuring.
1. Although the command structure is established prior to the mission, it
is neither realistic nor desirable to expect its characteristics to remain static
during a long-duration mission.
2. Avoidance of competition among personnel compounds problems of
boredom and lack or loss of self-identity in a sensory-deprived environment.
3. A dual, or multilateral, space station command structure, oriented
towards responsibility for certain tasks or objectives, need not lead to
critical indecision, if mission control on Earth is in a position to serve as
final arbitrator of critical life-support issues.
4. It is generally considered that shifting the command function between
task leaders or cultural/political representatives permits management to
become competitive, confused, and ineffective. These usually are considered problems not present in the line-command structure. Query: What
happens to the line-command system if the commander becomes unacceptable - once the mission or society has commenced - for whatever reasons?
5. Design requirements of the habitat should support the command
structure in problems of long-duration motivation. Manipulation and enhancement of crew or society performance can be achieved in part through
station design. This is true for, and applicable to, any space station command structure that may be adopted.
6. Status fostered by more luxurious furbishments, larger rooms, special
privileges (such as personal video link to Earth) is devisive. Query: What
will be the necessary status surrogates for recognition of accomplishment
and leadership?
7. Effective leaders have been shown to improve group performance,
but the definition of effective leadership includes many styles and variegations in underlying traits.
8. In the initial missions establishing orbital stations, line command
structure cannot be validated since the anticipated crew size is too small to
exercise all parameters inherent in such a command structure.
9. Orientation to output, performance and mission objectives is the
principal consideration in evaluation of the classic military command structure, often exhibiting the unacceptable tendency to overlook the roles of
non-performance and non-work relations, and requirements of a permanent
social grouping. Often, the tendency is to overcontrol these behavior patterns with temporary, artificial surrogates.
Some of the initial, general conclusions indicate that unless there is an
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opting for professional crews or permanent space station inhabitants, command structuring and social needs will not be satisfied by emergent values
and establishment of natural leadership deriving from a genetically-coded
"pecking" order. It has been observed, also that the effects produced by
imposing potentially disruptive factors on a space station society's group
dynamics due to differences in sex, culture, status, etc., are problems
distinct from the study of command structure, and should be studied in
their own right. This is an incorrect conclusion. The command structure of
a space station must be considered as an integral facet not only of the
operational objectives of a permanent, or quasi-permanent, space station,
but within the context of all biological anomalies in value-forming processes in general.
III. Conclusion
Undoubtedly, the classic approaches to developing fabrics of law-tort,
contract, criminal, insurance, property, etc.- surrounding a new technology with specific as well as broad international implications, will be
followed in accommodating the private and public international law requirements of Earth-orbiting space stations. Much of this positive law will
be properly applicable. However, as stated at the outset of this discussion,
unparalleled opportunity exists for scientists in the law to grasp the essence
of their discipline by viewing, evaluating, and predicting the social relationships of man in a totally controlled environment.
Earth-orbiting stations provide life scientists- including jurists and jurisprudents- with the capacity to study human interactions and adaptability to environmental engineering under conditions that cannot be duplicated on Earth. Without question, there is need for disciplined imagination
to formulate new, perhaps unique, but certainly accurately responsive,
juridical institutions. This will require not only new jurisprudential/political
conceptualization, but the discarding and modification of time-tested legal
principles which are no longer responsive.
It is essential to follow a realistic approach to evaluating human value-forming processes, emotions and temperaments leading to judgments,
that can be determined from the first generation of Earth-orbiting stations
in order to apply the lessons learned to the second, and more sophisticated,
generation.
Perhaps, even more important, development of new legal regimes for
astronauts and space station participants has very practical applications to
management of Earth-bound populations in an increasingly limited ecosystem.
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